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Step-by-Step Roadmap for Developing a Big League Curveball 
 

1. Find a grip that feels right to you  
 Find a seam with your middle finger 

 3 points of contact 

 Ball locked in: not too loose, not too tight 
 

2. Work on it in front of a mirror without a ball 
 Make sure you are setting good hand/wrist position  

 Work on maintaining that as you throw (not twisting your wrist) 
 

3. Start with the Curveball Starter Drills 
 Don’t progress to regular throwing until you see some break and forward rotation on the ball 

 If challenging, try using the Curveball Sharpie Ball, Tennis Can or Double Baseball 
 

4. Progress to throwing normally 
 Gradually increase the speed and distance 

 Avoid throwing too hard - maintain the hook and good forward rotation on the ball 
 

5. Progress to throwing your curveball from the mound 
 Start slow. Establish ability to throw it over the plate with good spin and downward break 

 Throw it in blocks (4-6), working in fastballs to maintain good tempo 
 

6. Continue reinforcing good habits with drills and flat ground work 
 Focus on developing good downward action, throwing with good hand/wrist position 

 Make sure you are not falling into habit of wrapping or twisting your wrist 
 

7. Work to improve break and command from the mound 
 Maintain fastball tempo, make sure you are staying closed and getting over your front leg 

 Work in blocks to practice commanding your curve and mastering the 4 main Curveball Types 
  

8. And don’t forget… Always find time to continue developing your fastball 
 I recommend doing your Curveball Training after you have had time to go through your normal 

throwing program 

 If needed, you can scale down your normal throwing program to allow more time to work on your 
curveball once or twice a week. But you should always make developing your fastball a priority 


